Uticor Toughpanels

Password Protection

The EZSeries offers comprehensive alarming tools,
allowing you to trigger alarms based on events (Bits) and
values(registers), with, the values being monitored for a
variety of conditions (in/out of range). The alarm history
also stores details and counts and all this information
can be printed or logged. Also the EZSeries offers the
flexibility of not only password protecting your alarms but
also every object.


Eight levels of password security for

every input object.
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Great for the machine operators to view and understand the tool motion, machine
status or the whole process in real time.

Single Position

Single position animation allows you to display a sequence
of images at a fixed location on the screen. The images in the
animation can be updated either periodically, using a numeric
tag, or when a discrete tag changes state.

Multi Position

Multi position animation allows you to display a sequence of
images at different locations on the screen. The images in the
animation can be updated either periodically, using a numeric
tag, or when a discrete tag changes state.

Multi-function Button

In addition to allowing the overlapping of touch objects, Tough Panel offers a
sophisticated control, called the Multi-function button. As the name implies,
this button allows you to perform multiple functions, including Mathematical
and Logical operations, with the touch of one button. For example, you can set/
reset multiple bits and transfer constants or variables or expressions to tags.
Remarkably, this allows a user to perform up to 20 operations with one button
(and several buttons can be overlapped). Tough Panel also allows you to perform
these Multiple functions under the PLC control- a very useful feature to offload
mathematical and logical computations from the ladder logic to the panel.
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